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i Everyone, VMR Southport is continuing to experience a very heavy workload, with the
month of April 2021 seeing in excess of 30 rescue activations a week being undertaken,
three weeks in row, which is undoubtedly a record. I thank all of the Crews and Radio Operators for
their diligence, hard work, and enthusiasm in ensuring that we are able to meet our obligations in
assisting those mariners experiencing difficulties in the marine environment.
The last couple of months have seen a very noticeable increase in vessel groundings, and whilst
our crews are very experienced in these types of activations, on several occasions vessels have been
too hard aground to assist, with the only option being to remove the vessel occupants to safety, and
wait for higher tides, sometimes days later, to be able to remove the vessels.
The Squadrons attendence at the Sanctuary Cove International Boatshow has certainly been a
highlight of the last quarter, with our vessel ‘ Marine Rescue 1 ‘ on display in the Sanctuary Cove
Marina, and our smaller vessels providing transport for visitors to and from the Show, from their
vessels anchored in the Coomera Rivers.
After having attended the last 24 of these Boatshows as a VMR Southport member, the 2021
Boatshow proved to be a standout, providing an outstanding financial result for VMR, with those in
attendence digging deep into their pockets in an extraordinary fashion to support our Organisation.
The revenue raised this year was 20% greater than the 2019 Boatshow, which was also a record year.
Its a shame we missed a 2020 Show, due to COVID19, as this is the biggest fundraising event
on our calendar. Thank you to everyone who contributed to our result, both our customers, and our
volunteers. Please be assured that every cent donated to VMR Southport goes towards the running
of this Organisation, from fuelling our Rescue vessels, to ensuring our vessels and their associated
equipment are in a first class condition for their required operations. Your donations also go towards
providing training for our Rescue Crews and Radio Operators to ensure they meet all the required
standards for the great work they contribute in the 870 plus marine rescue situations VMR Southport
performs annually.
The renovations at our Rescue Base are continuing to roll on, with the internal painting of the
upstairs section of the building nearing completion, and the toilet refurbishments now complete. With
the tiling of our downstairs kitchen area now the final part of this stage of repairs, the Base is looking
much cleaner and brighter, and the members can now enjoy working in a much better environment.
In June our work horse vessel ‘ Marine Rescue 2 ‘ will be taken off the water for some much
needed repairs. The vessel is well overdue for a complete electrical re-wire, and a re-paint, and over
a one month period this will be undertaken. This vessel has had nearly 30,000 hours of use in its
16 year life, and whilst it is still structurally stable and generally in a good condition, we plan to
continue its use for several more years.
The plan is to also replace the electronic navigation equipment on board, and to remove and re-fit
the windscreen, as its mounting bolts currently leak water into the front cabin of the boat.
The Blue Water Review process is still moving forward, and we are eagerly awaiting more news
on future progress. VMR Southport are very happy to be participating in this, and see no reason to be
negative at this point in time as to what may or may not happen down the track. At the end of the day
we will still be a Marine Rescue Squadron, and the role we perform in the community will always be
our focus.
Once again more of our volunteers are about to be acknowledged for their long standing service
to VMR Southport. Two members will receive 15 year National Medals, two will receive 25 year
National Medal Clasps, and two will receive 35 year National Medal Clasps. What a fantastic
achievement, and congratulations to those recipients.
I dont know about you, but it certainly gives me great confidence in knowing that if I ever need
rescuing, should I contact VMR Southport, I will be contacting an Organisation whose volunteers, in
total, have well over 500 years experience in marine rescue.
As we have now entered the winter months, I dont see any slowing down in our workload, vessel
traffic in the area is still consistently high and the boat ramps are still quite busy on any given day.
Can I ask you to take extra care now that whales are about, to remember that daylight hours are much
shorter at this time of the year, so if you are crossing the Gold Coast Seaway in darkness, please take
extra care, and to please ensure you carry enough fuel for your voyage. A simple calculation before
you leave home can make a huge difference in how and when you get home.
Remember, VMR Southport are 24 / 7, and your support contributes to allowing us to provide
our excellent service, so please ensure you membership is up to date.
Take care on the water, and don’t hesitate to call if you need marine assistance.

Glenn Norris

President 2020 - 2021

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF VMR SOUTHPORT
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n the evening of January 23, 2021, VMR Southport’s
Blue Crew was tasked by the Queensland Police
Service to transport multiple Police and Ambulance Crews
to a volatile incident that was occurring on South Stradbroke
Island.
All four of the Squadrons Rescue vessels were utilised to
assist with this tasking.
As a result three injured patients were treated by
Emergency Paramedics, and VMR vessels were allocated to
transport those injured persons to waiting Ambulances at the
VMR Southport Rescue Base.
A number of persons were also transported under the
supervision of Police Officers.

O

n Tuesday 6 April, VMR Southport was privileged to
be presented with a plaque, by the Gold Coast Water
Police, in recognition of the assistance given on that evening.
At the presentation Senior Constable Sacha Thompson
commented, ‘ the rapid response by VMR Southport, the
Queensland Police Service, and Queensland Ambulance
Service allowed this situation to be bought under control in
quick time, without serious injury to any persons ‘.
VMR Southport takes extreme pride in being able to
assist our fellow Emergency Services, and in this instance the
members of Blue Crew went above and beyond to ensure the
response to this activation went as smoothly as possible.
Well done Blue Crew.
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Marine Rescue 1 on duty at the
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I

NATIONAL
TREASURES

t was with great pleasure that in April 2021 we saw three of our long serving members
recognised, with the presentation of their National Medal, for long and distinguished service
to Volunteer Marine Rescue Southport.
In the company of Mr Rob Mundle OAM, Past Commodore of the Southport Yacht Club,
Author, and long time VMR Southport supporter, Laurence Prasad, John Sinclair, and Diana
Gibson were presented this award for their fantastic level of service and dedication to this
Organisation.
Between these three recipients lies over 50 years of experience in radio operations in the
marine field.
Volunteer Marine Rescue Southport is exceptionally proud of each and every one of our
members, and with the number of years service given by all of our Active Members, the marine
community of the Gold Coast can rest assured that they will be in safe hands in their time of need.
Thank you for your service.

LAURENCE PRASAD - Joined VMR - 08 / 02 / 2006 Laurence has been a long standing member of VMR Southport, and is a very
competent Radio Operator.
Laurence undertakes bi-weekly radio shifts, and has done so in his entire period of
service, and is a Radio Operator who can be relied upon in any situation.
He has been involved in some of the most serious rescues undertaken by this
Organisation, as a Radio Operator, and his eye for detail in getting everything correct is
impeccable, along with his high standard of paperwork, and logging of activation details.
Laurence is a very valuable asset to VMR Southport, and always avails himself when
requested to do an extra shift, or to assist someone in need.
JOHN SINCLAIR - Joined VMR - 30 / 11 / 2005 John has been a long standing member of VMR Southport, and is a very competent
Radio Operator.
John’s experience allows him to methodically and calmly handle all types of
situations.
He is a very valued member of this Organisation and is a very experienced operator in
marine rescue situations.
John has been involved in manning the radios in numerous serious rescues in his time
with VMR Southport, and always makes himself available in times of someone›s need.

DIANA GIBSON - Joined VMR - 13 / 11 / 2000
Diana has been a long standing member of VMR Southport, and is a very competent
Radio Operator.
Diana shares her radio duties between the VMR Base and the Seaway Tower, and is
extremely experienced in all marine radio procedures and protocols.
She is also extensively involved in Radio Operator training, and many a Radio
Operator has followed in Diana›s footsteps, learning from many years of hands-on
experience.
Diana has dealt with many serious requests for assistance in her time with VMR
Southport, and her calm manor, and ability to process information, along with her manner
of being able to successfully do many things at once, make her a very valuable asset to this
Organisation.
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NotEaBle
Jobs
by Glenn Norris

A

vessel Skipper called VMR on a recent evening claiming to be
aground about half way between Sovereign Island and Couran
Cove. This area is commonly known as the Aldershots. The man stated
he was heading south and went the wrong side of a green beacon, hence
his dilemma. This was not really a difficult job for the crew, as this area
attracts its fair share of vessels aground.
After being asked all the relevant questions, How fast were you
going at time of impact? Is there any water around your vessel now?
Have you done any damage to the vessel? a crew was dispatched to
assist the stricken vessel.
On arrival, the situation was a little different than the Skipper had
explained. The vessel had actually missed the red beacon, and was on
top of an oyster lease.
The vessel was successfully towed to safety, with no damage
sustained, much to the relief of the Skipper, who may have been
confronted with a whole different situation had he and his passengers
actually stepped outside of the boat in the relative darkness.

A

man called VMR recently advising that the boat he had
purchased the previous day was broken down near Runaway
Bay, and needed towing back to the Marina. A crew obliged and on
arrival found a man and his wife quite irate about the predicament
they were in. A quick observation by the VMR crew recognised that
the throttle levers on the flybridge of the vessel were not side by side,
and was the vessel not starting because the engines were in gear, rather
than being in neutral. After this slight adjustment, VMR were no longer
required and the vessel was on its way again. Small things can make a
huge difference.

T

he Queensland Ambulance Service (QAS) recently requested
assistance from VMR Southport after receiving a call of a fall
from a jetski on South Stradbroke Island. Two Emergency Paramedics
were tasked to the VMR Base, who were then transported on a VMR
vessel to the Tipplers area, where a 4WD ride was required to the beach,
and access to the patient. After an assessment of the patient, and further
advice to the QAS Communications Centre, a Rescue helicopter was
arranged, as the females condition was somewhat unstable for a vehicle
and boat ride. Soon after, the aircraft landed on the beach, and a medical
team, including a Doctor, had the patient encapsulated in a spinal
mattress and loaded back aboard. What a professional chain of events,
something the general public should be proud of. This whole incident
was over in around 45 minutes, and the patient was airborne to hospital
for treatment. A great team effort by VMR, QAS, and the Queensland
Government’s Rescue 500 helicopter crew. That aircraft is a mighty
machine.
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A

crew responded to a call for assistance recently from a vessel
out of fuel near the Southport bridge. The vessel was taken in
tow by VMR and towed to the Southport Yacht Club Fuel Wharf. As the
owners of the vessel were Asian, and an English language issue existed,
a VMR crew member made a very good attempt to explain how the fuel
bowser worked, and how to pay for the fuel etc. It was at this point that
a level of confusion arose. Strangely enough, the port fuel filler had a
‘petrol only’ cap, and the starboard fuel filler had a ‘diesel only’ cap.
A quick phone call to the Engine manufacturer sorted the issue,
however one would never cease to be amazed how this could happen.

V

MR recently received a call from a man whose vessel had
broken down in the Broadwater. The man wanted his vessel
towed to Coomera as this was where his mechanic was located, and the
reason for the engine failure was significant.
As the man was enjoying a day out with his wife when his engine
stopped, he kindly asked if she could be taken off the vessel prior to
being towed, and dropped to a jetty somewhere, so she could catch an
UBER home.
The crew obliged, and during the trip found out that the lady had
recently had a double knee replacement, and this was her first real
venture out since the operation.
The lady was delicately dropped off to the VMR pontoon, where she
was able to slowly make her way up the ramp to her waiting transport.
Lucky it was quite a calm day without a lot of wave action.

A

lady called VMR recently to report that she had seen a red
distress flare from her balcony overlooking the ocean at Miami.
The lady was able to video the moment, and was able to SMS her
pictures to the VMR Radio Operator, who passed these on to the Gold
Coast Water Police, who immediately began investigating. The video
was quite clear and a definite descent of the flare could be seen, along
with some smoke, which confirmed this definitely was a red parachute
flare.
The Police Communications Centre also received 3 other calls over
this sighting, and within 25 minutes a Rescue helicopter was hovering
above the Burleigh Heads / Miami area looking for any signs of vessels
in distress.
As nothing could be sighted that would raise concern, Police
determined that they believe the flare could have been illegally shot from
the rocks off Miami headland.
It is a criminal offence to discharge a flare, when it is not an
emergency situation, and this event would have proved very costly,
given the activation of an aircraft.
Not a very smart move from the perpetrators of this silly act.

T

he biggest fundraising event of the VMR
Southport calendar is the Sanctuary
Cove International Boatshow.
Every year our volunteers line up to
collect donations from the public, distribute
advertising and promotional material,
transport visitors to the Boatshow from the
Coomera River, and generally to promote
our Organisation.
The 2021 Show will certainly be an
event to be remembered, visitor numbers
were at record levels, the revenue raised
for VMR was a record, and more than
50 new members signed up for VMR
Southport membership.
Our volunteers contributed over 200
hours to the Show in total, hence our
fantastic result, and the Gold Coast’s
boating public can be assured of the
continuation of the great service VMR
Southport provides due to this.
Thank you to everyone who
contributed to our success.

Sanctuary Cove Boat Show
2021
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The VMR platform at the Boatshow - Marine Rescue 1
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Portrait of a VMR

Volunteer

SARAH MILLER
SOME STATS
ACTIVATIONS

CREW MEMBER

FEBRUARY
2021

MARCH
2021

APRIL
2021

67

35

67

Towed Vessels
Jump Starts

JOINED VMR MAY 2019

Pump Outs

5
3

3

Transporting
Fire

Why did I join VMR?

I joined VMR in 2019, as I have always had a passion for being out on
the water and serving the community.
I am a single mother of two children, a boy and a girl, and they are
now old enough for me to get back in the workforce, so I thought
volunteering in this field would be a great way to pursue my dream of
working on the water. I am currently studying for my Coxswains ticket,
so hopefully I will soon be working out on the water, like I have always
dreamed of doing.

What do I enjoy most about being a member of VMR?
I really love the comradeship between crew members, they are like a
second family to me. Everyone helps everyone.

What is the most memorable activation I have been
involved in?

I was recently involved in an activation where the anchor chain of a
small home made houseboat was wrapped around the propellor shaft of
a large Motor Cruiser, near Wavebreak Island. A fellow Crew Member
and I spent over an hour in the water trying to detach and free the anchor
chain, which was tangled so tightly. Lucky it was a beautiful summers
day, as the water was a beautiful temperature to be working in.

What do I do in your spare time?

In my spare time I enjoy going out on my boat with the kids. I got my
first boat when I was 12 years old, and have owned one ever since, of
one shape or another. I also enjoy going camping and doing pretty much
anything outdoors.
What are my future intentions with VMR?
My future intention with VMR is to become an Offshore Skipper. I will
get to that level one day. Being a reliable crew member that others can
trust in emergency activations is my goal in the meantime.

Standby
Medical

4

Searches

2

Dispersals

2
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3
1

1

2

Public Relations

2

Crew Training

52

59

74

Groundings

3

7

10

Other

15

8

9

Investgate

11

4

2

159

118

178

TOTALS

ACTIVE MEMBER
PROMOTIONS/aWARDS
Active Members who have
achieved higher ranking

Congratulations to:

RECRUIT
KERRY GILL
SENIOR CREW
SEDDON CREST

Working
together
in our
community
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INSHORE SKIPPER
PETER BELL
INSHORE SKIPPER
ENDORSED
PETER TATHAM
MARTIN WALSH

CREW
BRIAN TAYLOR
ANDREA DICKMAN
NATIONAL MEDAL
LAURENCE PRASAD
JOHN SINCLAIR
DIANA GIBSON
FIRST RESPONDER
KATY COUNSELL

Safety Equipment

GOLD COAST WATER POLICE

O

ver summer there was an increase in the number of vessels
heading offshore to take advantage of the great weather
conditions, for some fishing, or just a chance to enjoy a leisurely sail.
Unfortunately, Water Police have noticed an increase in these vessels not
having their required safety equipment.
It is essential that all required safety equipment is carried, in good
working order and not past the expiry date for replacement or service.
Registered vessels that operate beyond smooth or partially smooth
waters are required to carry a V-Sheet, two red and two orange handheld
flares and suitable life jackets for all passengers. If these vessels operate
more than two nautical miles from land they are also required to have a
registered EPIRB.
Personal Water Craft (Jetskis), are exempt from the carriage of flares
and V-Sheets if operated within 0.5 nautical miles of shore.
The fines for not carrying the required safety equipment start from
$266, on top of having to pay for the new safety equipment. A simple
check prior to heading out may not only save you some money – it may
actually save your life if something goes wrong.
A comprehensive list of required safety equipment is available on
the Maritime Safety Queensland website, www.msq.qld.gov.au/Safety/
Safety-equipment-recreational-ships.
Not only is it important to carry your required safety equipment, it
must be readily available to grab in an emergency, and you must know
how to use it. Before you head out for the day, everyone on your boat
should know where the safety equipment is, particularly the life jackets.
If your life jackets are kept in a place that is not clearly visible, you
must display a ‘Lifejackets’ sign to indicate where they are stowed.
The owner or Master should give everyone on the vessel sufficient
information about where the safety equipment is kept and how to use it
in an emergency.
Water Police continue to ask boat operators that are planning to go
offshore to research weather conditions prior to heading out, and to keep
an eye on the weather in case it deteriorates while you are out. There are
a number of excellent coastal boating and weather apps available, and up
to the minute information is also available on the Bureau of Meteorology
website.

When planning a trip across the Seaway, or one of our coastal bars,
boat operators should consider their own skill levels, how their vessel
handles in rough seas, be familiar with the rules of crossing bars and
should consider liaising with local Volunteer Marine Rescue (VMR)
groups before negotiating a bar crossing.
All vessels transiting out of the Seaway should, without exception,
contact the Seaway Tower by radio or mobile phone and provide the
following information:
•
•
•
•
•

Name and registration number of vessel
Number of persons on board
A contact mobile telephone number on board the vessel
Destination; and
Estimated time of arrival back to the Seaway.

As soon as you return, or if you are going to stay out a bit longer
than expected, it is important that you contact the Seaway Tower and
update your details. All overdue vessels are reported to Water Police who
then activate a search and rescue mission to locate the overdue vessel.
Often we find that the vessel has actually returned home and the Master
simply forgot to advise the Seaway Tower. Water Police must take
all reports of overdue vessels very seriously and the timeliness of our
response may save lives. Please remember to keep the Seaway Tower or
your local VMR advised of your movements.
Be aware of your speed and wash, distance off the shore and people
in the water
Under the influence – don’t drive under the influence of alcohol or
drugs
Pay attention – look out while underway, follow the rules and watch
the weather
Safety Equipment – know where it is, be able to get it and know
how to use it
Respect – respect your and your vessel’s capabilities, other
waterways users and residents
Enjoy your day on the water safely.
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Renovating

for the future

I

n 1987 the Southport - Surfers Paradise Air Sea Rescue Association
(now known as Volunteer Marine Rescue Southport - VMR) moved
from its Rescue Base near the Southport Yacht Club, to the existing location at
Muriel Henchman Drive, Main Beach.
In this 34 year period, more than 22,000 rescue activations have taken
place from this new location, more than 1.5 million litres of fuel has been used
in Rescue vessels, and over 2.1 million volunteer hours have been contributed
to saving lives at sea by our extremely dedicated team.
In April 2011, VMR Southport officially opened a new set of Crew
Quarters to accommodate the growing number of members who were now
required to occupy the Rescue Base, both midweek, and on weekends. This
construction included two new bedrooms, capable of sleeping eight people,
a new kitchen and dining area, capable of seating 15 people, and an outdoor
balcony, which gave members access to the beautiful fresh air, and multi
million dollar views of the Southport Broadwater, and the adjacent mountains.
In March 2021, with Rescue activations now increasing more than 18%
over a single year ( blame this on COVID19 ) the Management Committee
again decided it was time to upgrade the VMR Southport facilities.
First cab off the rank was the need to replace the blinds on our outdoor
area. This project is now complete, at considerable expense for a top grade
product, and new weatherproof blinds have been installed, which look
fantastic.
Secondly, the whole interior of the Rescue Base and Administration
Building needed painting, to bring the walls and ceilings back to a respectable
standard. This is now complete, and looks first class.
Carpets also needed replacing in the Administration Building. This is now
complete, and the area smells like a new home.
Lastly, a renovation is never complete without a bathroom makeover.
When you have seperate male and female facilities, it becomes double the
job, and here we are now with two fully remodelled, re-tiled, and re-painted
bathrooms, with new toilets, showers, cubicle partitions, mirrors, and
accessories.
This brings a much improved area for our members to refresh, and in
current times of a global health crisis, we have done our part to greatly
improve our hygiene and health standards, as the cleanliness of our facilities is
a number one priority.
Several of our members have made a huge contribution in assisting with
this work, mostly through assisting in the dismantling, and demolition of the
old rooms, tearing up old carpet, ripping old tiles off walls, whilst generally
keeping the work areas as clean as possible while this work was undertaken.
Lets hope we get many more years of benefit out of this renovation.
Many thanks to those who have contributed in one way or another.
Our Rescue Base is our pride of place, and should be a representation of
our professionalism.

Gone with the old

The Blue Crew demolition team in action

In with the new

The new outdoor blinds look amazing

Nothing like the smell of new carpet
Vsheet - June 2021
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A woman was nearing the end of her tether – every night her husband snored so
loudly that it kept her awake.
She decided to call the family Doctor to see if there was anything that could be
done to relieve her nightly suffering.
“Well, there is one operation I can perform that will cure your husband of his
snoring,” said the Doctor, “but I must warn you that it is rather expensive. It will cost
you a deposit of $15,000, and payments of $2,000 for 48 months, as well as money
for extras.”
“Good grief!” exclaimed the woman. “That sounds like I’m buying a yacht!”
“Hmm,” the doctor murmured, “too obvious, huh?
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Keep watch as

whales arrive

Media Release by
Minister for the Environment and the
Great Barrier Reef and Minister for
Science and Youth Affairs
The Honourable Meaghan Scanlon

Q

ueenslanders are being encouraged to keep their eyes peeled
as humpback whales make their annual migration along the
east coast, with many of the state’s national parks the perfect viewing
platform.
Environment Minister Meaghan Scanlon said more than 25,000
whales are expected to swim past Queensland from now until November
as the whales travel from and return to the southern ocean.
“Thanks in part to global efforts and efforts in Queensland to protect
the environment - including an almost $1 billion investment by the
Palaszczuk Government this year for the environment more broadly we’ve seen whale numbers surge from just 200 in the 1960s to 25,000
now,” Ms Scanlon said.
“Whales will be here to calve and breed, so it’s important that you
give them space.
“Our national parks are a great way to see the annual migration but
also give them the room they need – it’s part of the reason why we’re
investing more than $50 million to upgrade them.
“For example, Hervey Bay, in the Great Sandy Marine Park, is
a sheltered bay where whales can spend weeks between August and
November with their young calves.
Ms Scanlon encouraged families over coming months to book
accommodation right along the Queensland coast, experience local
attractions and make time to see the whales along the coastlines of
Queensland’s national parks.
“Not only is it a great way to spend time with the family – you’re
also helping to inject more than $2.6 billion into the economy and
support 17,240 jobs at a time when we need them most.”

Department of Environment and Science Senior Marine Scientist Dr
Justin Meager urged boaties in particular to be wary of whales migrating
and to be safe when heading out onto the water.
Humpbacks swim along the coast day and night at this time and can
surface without warning, and are known to nudge boats and also to slap
their tails when close to vessels, or leap out of the water when breaching.
“Department of Environment and Science wildlife officers and
marine park rangers will be out and about as the whales arrive in
Queensland waters reminding recreational boaties and commercial tour
operators that while wildlife watchers celebrate, it’s also a time for
boaties to exercise great care.
“We want to protect these beautiful marine mammals, but we
also want to protect our boaties – humpbacks are unpredictable, up to
40-tonne mammals and you don’t want to get in their way.”
Dr Meager said special regulations and restrictions applied
when whales migrated in Queensland waters, with details at https://
environment.des.qld.gov.au/wildlife/animals/discovering-wildlife/
watching-marine-mammals/rules
Penalties apply for non-compliance.
Unfortunately, whale migrations also mean occasional whale
strandings.
Stranded whales should be reported as soon as possible to the
Department of Environment and Science on 1300 130 372.
If waiting for expert help to arrive to a stranded whale, people should
take care of their own health and safety first, and not attempt to push a
stranded whale back into the water. This adds to the whale’s distress and
potentially places people in danger.
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Commercial fishers

on shore for mullet season

G

old Coast residents can expect to see commercial fishing boats
launching from the beach and netting close to the shoreline
until the end of August as part of the annual mullet season.
Queensland Boating and Fisheries Patrol (QBFP) district manager
Rob McDonald said commercial fishing for mullet is permitted in tidal
waters within 400 metres of land.
“Commercial fishing along ocean beaches for mullet occurs from 1
April to 31 August,” Mr McDonald said.
“Every year, we receive calls about the size and location of nets
close to the shoreline.
“Commercial fishing in the area is permitted with fishers using seine
nets to catch sea mullet that annually migrate along the ocean beaches.
The ocean beach net fishery is a highly selective operation and
captures few other species.
“Although seine nets can appear to be sizeable from the coastline,
they are regulated by length, mesh size and drop.

“QBFP will be regularly patrolling the beaches checking net sizes
and lengths as well as operators’ licences, vessels and catch.”
Mr McDonald reminded people that it is an offence to interfere with
a commercial fishing operation, and on-the-spot fines apply.
“Although the netting process is very interesting to watch, please be
aware that when the orange flags are up, it means fishing is imminent,”
he said.
“The beach becomes a very busy workplace with moving vehicles,
and heavy loads of fish brought back to shore for sorting.
“Beachgoers should remain a safe distance from the action for their
own safety.”
Mr McDonald said sea mullet was one of the key commercial
species monitored by Fisheries Queensland.
“Information collected from the ocean beach sector of the fishery
includes length, sex and age of fish being caught,” he said.
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New and improved destinations
for boaties coming to The Spit

A picnic shelter which is
part of the Moondarewa Spit
improvements
e Stadium
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oaties will be able to enjoy new and improved destinations
at The Spit under two projects being rolled out as part of the
implementation of the Master Plan.
Almost $14 million is being invested in the upgrades to be delivered
by the Gold Coast Waterways Authority (GCWA) in Marine Stadium at
the top of The Spit and at Muriel Henchman.
At Marine Stadium, a new pontoon and jetty will be constructed
for use by ferries, recreational and commercial vessels, and emergency
services.
GCWA CEO, Hal Morris, said the $4 million pontoon and jetty
would improve transport connections to the top of the Spit for those
traveling by water.
‘The Spit is surrounded by water on three sides, so it makes sense
for it to be easier for people to access different destinations by boat,’ Mr
Morris said.
‘Once complete, passenger ferries and recreational and commercial
vessels will be able to pull up at the facility and drop people off to enjoy
a day out at The Spit, especially if they’re attending an event in Doug
Jennings Park.’
‘The facility will also offer an alternative evacuation point in the
event of emergencies at The Spit.’
Mr Morris said the Marine Stadium facilities reflected the
community’s vision for improved recreational spaces and more transport
options for accessing The Spit.
‘Onsite works are due to begin in August this year, with an exclusion
zone to be established at the northern end of Marine Stadium during
construction works.
‘Importantly, the foreshore areas we recently upgraded on
Moondarewa Spit will remain open for the community to enjoy while the
work is underway.’
When finished, people will have the opportunity to fish from the
100-metre long jetty, stroll along it or relax and enjoy the water views.
GCWA is conducting community information sessions about the
Marine Stadium project ahead of construction starting.
Mr Morris said the new facilities which are expected to open early
next year mark the next phase of The Spit’s transformation into a mustvisit Gold Coast destination.
As part of wider future planning, GCWA is also considering future
uses of Marine Stadium.
The first phase involves a socio-economic study into options and
the benefits they could bring to the Gold Coast. Once the initial study

The end of th

e Seaway Pro

menade

is complete, GCWA will start engaging with the community and key
stakeholders to explore their thoughts about how the space should be
activated.
Preparations are also underway for improvements to Muriel
Henchman Park where almost $10 million will be invested in this
popular launching area which connects the Broadwater to the Gold Coast
Seaway and the open ocean beyond.
This project will create world-class facilities for Gold Coast locals
and visitors to enjoy by:
• Enhancing safety for users with dedicated, separate launching areas
for recreational, commercial, emergency, and non-motorised water craft.
• Increasing the number of boat ramp lanes to cater for more traffic
movements, especially during peak periods.
• Constructing additional car and trailer parking bays and locating
them away from vessel launching and retrieval areas.
• Improving public facilities with new shade shelters, landscaping,
pathways and accessible toilets and showers.
• Providing a dedicated area for community sporting clubs to meet
and safely store their equipment and
• Assigning an area to Surf Lifesaving Queensland for emergency
operations and equipment storage.
Mr Morris said GCWA will undertake further engagement before
finalising the layout and design of the facilities to ensure the upgrades
reflect the community feedback received during the development of The
Spit Master Plan.
The improvements are expected to be finished by June 2024.
These projects follow GCWA’s completion of improvements to the
Moondarewa Spit foreshore and the Seaway Promenade – creating new
spaces for Gold Coast locals and visitors to enjoy.
Moondarewa Spit features a new sunset viewing platform at its
southern tip, beach showers, picnic shelters and picnic tables.
The 670-metre-long pathway along the southern Seaway wall
offers people spectacular views of the ocean, the southern tip of South
Stradbroke Island and the Gold Coast’s city skyline. A platform at the
end of the Promenade is a perfect spot for an iconic selfie. The area also
features shelters and landscaped areas where people can sit back and
soak up the views.
If you have any questions for the GCWA team or would like
to provide feedback on The Spit Master Plan projects please email
spitmasterplan@gcwa.qld.gov.au
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TRADE & SERVICES DIRECTORY

PLEASE SUPPORT THESE LOCAL BUSINESSES WHO SUPPORT VMR SOUTHPORT

hopeislandmarina@outlook.com
www.hopeislandmarina.com

Corey Donnelly
0433 507578

Evolution
Sailmakers
evolution

Graham Sherring
Ph: 55 377433

Place your

BUSINESS CARD
here for a year
for details contact

E: info@evolutionsails.com.au
W: www.evolutionsails.com.au
27/231 Brisbane Road, Labrador
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